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Presentation Notes
If you do not receive e-mail notifications from SERC and would like to be added to the distribution list, notify the SERC staff by e-mail. Please include your name and agency.New schedule for HMEP grant applications on SERC WebsiteEntities must be in compliance with SERC Policy Requirements to submit applications and all elements of the annual certification are necessary prior to award documentation. See SERC Policy and forms.



Announcement 
 6-8 Weeks Advance Notice 
 Eligibility  
 LEPC Sub-grant Application Submission Approval 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Previously SERC provided at least 6 weeks from the time the application period is opened to the due date according to SERC Policy and whenever possible up to 8 weeks prior notice. The new schedule allows SERC to open HMEP applications more than a year in advance with a due date at the end of December for the following October program period. This is actually a result of a requirement from PHMSA/HMEP.  The SERC and United We Stand application kits will be released no later than the 1st week in January each year for program periods that begin July 1 each year.Some LEPCs must follow additional processes for their respective county to obtain their respective Board of County Commissioners approval prior to submitting the application and for receiving awards. Keep in mind, this is not a SERC requirement. The SERC sub-grant applications only need the LEPC approval.  If your LEPC/County has experienced this issue, one suggestion is that the LEPC approve the application contingent upon the approval of the Board of County Commissioners. You may not submit an application for a different amount than what your budget shows. LEPCs Compliance Certifications are due by 3/31 each year as stated in SERC Policy 8.3. LEPCs are responsible for updating items by their expiration dates and re-submitting the signed Compliance Certification as appropriate with each sub-grant application. If nothing has changed or expired then you may re-submit the most recent up to date certification.



Eligibility (LEPCs & State Agencies) 
 NRT-1A & HazMat Plan 
 Exercise/real event (Exercise & Training Schedule) 
 Level of Response 
 Equipment tracking 
 Lists (Members, Contact) 
 Tier II 
 Letter of Promulgation, Affidavit of Publication, 

Bylaws 
 Monitoring – Status 
 LEPC Compliance Certification (Continued) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Annually LEPCs are required to have their plans updated and submitted by January 31 along with documentation of the annual requirements and exercise or real event reports. The SERC Planning & Training Sub-committee reviews and determines if the submission meets the requirements of EPCRA and if so approves the plans. There is a checklist provided to LEPCs and it is strongly recommended LEPCs use and submit the completed checklist to help expedite the review of your submission.  Currently the plan must be exercised in its entirety (all 9 key elements as listed in the NRT-1A) either through training/exercise or real-life event within three (3) years. It is the LEPCs responsibility to track and submit this information. The annual HazMat plan review and updates must be approved by the LEPC and documented in the LEPC meeting minutes.Ensure that membership list are kept updated and provide alternates for the contact lists. To change LEPC Chair contacts or grant contact updates a separate e-mail indicating such must be sent to the SERC office. This cannot be included in the minutes of a meeting and full contact information must be provided; full name, e-mail, agency if appropriate, phone numbers and mailing address. Some items to look at when updating the Membership List/Contact Lists: Does the list capture all stakeholders in your community? Who is missing? See SERC Policy 8.9 and the associated Membership Form. Has the LEPC obtained and submitted the affidavit to SERC for the annual EPCRA SARA Title III publications, has the letter of Promulgation been updated? Have the bylaws been reviewed and do they reflect how your LEPC is doing business? Is there a reviewed or Revised date?  Is the LEPC approval contained in meeting minutes?Monitoring/technical visits are conducted to help sub-grantees improve management of the sub-grant and to verify awards are being used for approved and allowable activities and expenses. This is a federal requirement and we also do this to aid in ensuring state and local requirements are in compliance with current laws and regulations. Results of a monitoring could have an impact on approval of new sub-grant applications or existing sub-grant awards.  LEPC Compliance also includes conducting at least four(4) quarterly meetings, meaning at least one meeting in each quarter of the year. LEPCs must comply with Open Meeting Law requirements to include posting notice of meeting Agenda at least 3 working days prior to the meeting and in at least 3 public places. There are rules about what activities can have action taken on them and other nuances to include but not limited to minutes being available within 30 working days or at the next regular meeting, whichever is sooner. LEPCs are required to provide notice of meeting agenda and minutes to SERC. The Open Meeting Law publication is located on the Nevada Office of the Attorney General website as well.LEPCs are required to monitor any sub-grants/lower-tier recipients resulting from a sub-grant from SERC. If the sub-grant is for a member agency, SERC will ask for what monitoring of activities you provided for funding provided to another agency. Did you check to ensure that equipment is being managed with asset policies and procedures for either the fixed assets or the lower value, high theft risk items? Is there evidence they are in compliance with the federal, state assurances and certifications you agreed to in their policies and procedures? Do they meet the requirements of your local agency?LEPCs are made up of a collaborative of agencies within a County in Nevada. For example in Clark County, in addition to the Clark County Fire Department, the first responding agencies include North Las Vegas Fire Department, Las Vegas Fire & Rescue, Henderson Fire Department, LVMPD, etc. As long as the LEPC is in compliance the LEPC can submit grant applications in various ways to benefit the LEPC as a whole. Sub-grant applications could and have been either benefitting an agency within the LEPC or multiple agencies within the LEPC. The LEPC determines how this is handled but either way the recipient is the respective County entity. We will get into this more in the application and the grant management sections.



Application Kit  
 Due Date 
 Electronic submissions (PDF) 
 Corrections/Changes  
 Attachments/Worksheets 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please ensure that electronic submissions are sent to the SERC Administrator and the SERC Coordinator if instructed. Make sure to copy both on electronic submissions or communications as directed. If you do not get a confirmation by return e-mail within 2 business days, re-send and ask for confirmation.If there is an item required in the sub-grant application and you do not have it by the due date, provide a memo explaining/listing what it is and the estimated date it will be submitted. This will help expedite the process and make less work for the applicant and less work for SERC. This is something that has not come in a timely manner to the LEPC, not due to a lack of planning. This does not allow for an incomplete incorrect application. SERC will not print an application and the supporting documentation until all requirements are submitted. SERC will not piece together the application and multiple e-mail submissions. (Due to extenuating circumstances such as delay in getting the required signatures the remaining application is expected in one e-mail submission. If you are requesting more than one activity a separate application, supporting documents and e-mail is required for each. Each submission must include all supporting documents in 1 e-mail when submitting electronically. If you are asked to resubmit with corrections, all supporting documents must be resubmitted.If there is a need to provide additional information or changed information on a form that is signed and dated, the actual date of the change/correction must be used. In other words if there is a mistake on a document submitted on February 2 and the correction or change is made February 18 on a signature document, the date next to the signature must reflect the new date and an initial by the authorized LEPC representative of February 18 in this case. The sooner you send in the application, staff will have time to provide technical guidance on strengthening the application by asking for additional clarification as necessary prior to review by the Funding Committee.  If there is a checklist and/or worksheet provided for in the application kit, please use it. Do not submit old formats of required forms, always use the forms provided with the new application kits.  The updated forms for each application kit are on the SERC website.Make sure you understand the federal and state certifications and assurances. These are items that will be verified during monitoring visits or desk reviews. Periodically they change but you want to make sure you understand them and feel free to ask questions.The SERC applications are self explanatory and give the directions. You must complete all fields answering the questions provided and provide quotes. Budget narratives must be completed. In the Budget Narrative provide location of training, date(s), duration, itemized transportation, and per diem expenses.  You will need to provide print outs of current GSA rates for the location of the activity if included in budget detail, remember quotes of these expenses to include ground transportation. Provide an explanation of how the LEPC will evaluate the effectiveness or value of the training provided for example survey, exercise or other method.  If any LEPC submits an application that is not completed it will be rejected until the necessary information is received in a single communication. If you have airline, provide a printout showing how you came up with the cost; if there is a rental car provide the quote from the company you used to get the amount; if there is per diem you will need to print out the current GSA rate for the respective location and that will need to be included in the back-up. If there is a registration fee, you need to provide documentation of how you arrived at the cost, course flier and description. The respective County for the LEPC does not receive any funds for managing the grants, nor does SERC, so you will need to provide them with the information for the application and reimbursements if you want to be awarded and reimbursed for the expenses.



 Goals - Outcome 
 Objectives - Outputs 
 Budgets 

 
 Training 
 Planning 

 
 Activity Request Form  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You must answer the What, Who, and When. If it is training, what is the training, who is the target audience/participants and how does it, for instance, relate to prevention, mitigating or responding to transportation related hazardous material incidents for HMEP applications? Provide the what, who and when on any sub-grant applications. Budgets and budget narratives will need to justify the expenses and how you arrived at an expense. If it is travel expenses, is it based on collateral/brochure for a specific event? If so, include a copy in the application. Is it based on GSA plus anticipated taxes/fees? Use the worksheet as a guide and if you want to have the budget separated by LEPC member entity/agency to help you on the reimbursement, provide a copy of the worksheet to them so that they can account for the appropriate expense categories. There will still only be one fiscal agent for the award but it could help each entity in being accountable for submitting supporting documentation so that an entire reimbursement is not held up if something is missing. You may submit more than one reimbursement request within a quarter.Because all expenses must be the most economical amount, airport parking reimbursement rates with receipt is for the lowest rate, it may not exceed the lowest/economy rate. If there are extenuating circumstances, please obtain prior SERC staff approval. Please advise the LEPC representative responsible for submitting the information and provide them with documentation if there are unusual circumstances and what type of exception or approval you need. They will contact SERC and SERC will determine if the exception can be approved. This cannot be done after-the-fact.Remember grants/sub-grants must use the respective GSA rate or conference negotiated rate for the event or for the respective time based on current GSA. Anything that exceeds must have written approval from SERC staff in advance. This can be achieved by providing a memo from the sub-grant agency to the LEPC representative providing the justification indicating extenuating circumstances and approval before the expense is incurred. The LEPC representative will submit to SERC for approval and must retain the request and the response in any approved grant file.  That documentation needs to be included in the reimbursement request as well. (If SERC needs it then the LEPC representative will need it since they have to reimburse your agency prior to SERC reimbursing them.Training: Some training is available through FEMA at no charge. Be sure to request and obtain documentation that a request was made through the State Fire Marshal (SFM) or Nevada Division of Emergency Management (NDEM) for United We Stand funding opportunities and that the request cannot be accommodated in a reasonable amount of time if they offer the training as well. Keep in mind that you may apply for funds for free training within the state asking for transportation type expenses be covered. Do not ask the SFM or NDEM for a denial letter for a training they can coordinate in a reasonable amount of time, the deadline of the sub-grant application is not the date you should be asking that these entities to provide the training. HMEP Grant Terms and Conditions require that all recipients of the HMEP funds must follow State procurement guidelines. Since HMEP guidelines supersede state policies, the state guidelines for all purchases must be met. This is in place so that we do not jeopardize the US DOT HMEP funds.The current State guidelines reference sheet has thresholds for tangible goods and services. Please note that Personal Protective Equipment does not require the informal solicitation but will still need the bid.  (See handout) HMEP does not support PPE and other operational types of equipment or supplies.SERC policies for other SERC funding currently require two (2) bids for consultants/contracts. See the Purchasing Flow Chart to obtain the quotes required based on amount of purchases. FYI, the Commission is reviewing this policy and any changes will be shared and of course be posted on the SERC website.Planning: To hire contractors requires quotes/bids, documentation of good faith effort or, if applicable, sole source documentation. Good faith effort means documentation of who you reached out to and/or how. Did you do a “google” search? Don’t forget to do EPLS checks for any contractors. For those who were not aware this function to search is on the SAM.gov website. When you do a search on a contractor you are using make sure you print the screen and maintain in in your grant file.Discuss the difference between Planning and Training for HMEP funding opportunities:Planning and training activities that are supplied to the response community are defined as eligible HMEP activities. Some examples of things that fall into this category include multi-agency drills, Hazmat Technician training, commodities flow studies and Incident Command training. Items that are not covered as allowable for HMEP include any operational costs, general hazmat public awareness, anything solely for Weapons of Mass Destruction and funding that will last past the allotted grant cycle. The HMEP Expenditures and Activities Guide provides detailed guidance on how to effectively administer grant programs by providing information on allowable, conditionally allowable and unallowable activities for reference. Select the HMEP Grant Program Expenditures and Activities Guide link accessible through the SERC website to review guidance on the types of activities that are considered good uses of grant funds and most likely to be approved by US DOT/PHMSA.Review the Activity Request Form for all HMEP sub-grant requests and complete all fields. The verbiage used is what is submitted to US DOT PHMSA for consideration. You may want to use spell check.Do not submit the cover letter from SERC or the instructions in front of the Checklist when you submit your application to SERC. If you are submitting an application that is only missing the signatures, print out the submission pages and follow-up with the completed signature pages. Equipment requests must be itemized the same way they will be invoiced to the best of your ability, be sure to have all back-up documentation for the purchase. This will expedite the reimbursement process on approved budget items. If you have something called “Gizmo” then your reimbursement claim says something else, it may not get reimbursed and will definitely delay the process. Whatever you put on your line item budget should match the quotes and the reimbursement request that shows the itemization of what was paid for must match. Make sure to check the SERC website for the HMEP Expenditures Guidance.If you have a question about Training Activities please refer to the MAP-21 Screening Process for PHMSA Grant Funded Activities in the attachments and on the SERC website. The MAP-21 is a crosswalk used as a tool. Please note, it is not used to certify any training. If a PHMSA contractor comes to review the activity, and it does not meet the requirements or does not match what was on the activity request, it could result in a non-reimbursement. Operations and Supplies: SERC Sub-grants provide up to $4,000 for operations of which no more than 50% can be used for clerical activities. Review the SERC Policies and Procedures if you have questions on what is allowable.



Allowable HMEP Training Activities  
 Does the training activity support the responder levels 

identified in the NFPA 472 standards or 29 CFR 1910 
standards? If yes, Does the training activity align with 
the requirements identified in the Hazmat Incident 
Response Training Crosswalk? If yes it is allowable. 

 If the training activity is not supported, does it 
enhance the Hazmat Responder’s competencies? If 
yes, it is allowable. 

 Does the training reduce the consequences of 
transportation incidents by reducing deaths or 
injuries? If yes, Conditionally allowable. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For HMEP funds, the Crosswalk is on the SERC website to help in the initial assessment of whether you submit a sub-grant application for a training item. If the item is not approved in the initial Nevada SERC award from U.S. DOT, then approval will need to be obtained. 



Allowable HMEP Planning Activities 
 Multi-Agency HM drills, spill drills and TTX 
 Commodity Flow Studies 
 
PHMSA planning grants also provide funds to identify 
the nature, quantities and routes of hazardous materials 
transported in a specific area to better understand the 
safety risks and prepare responders to successfully 
mitigate those risks. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New industries coming into Nevada require our communities to assess preparedness and planning needs, added risks and response plan modifications for Hazmat response plans. HMEP Conditionally allowable items for planning and training also include equipment and activities, general hazmat public awareness, LEPC operations costs. The requests must meet the HMEP guidelines and approval from US DOT. (SERC funding source applications do allow operations expenses)Planning and training activities that are supplied to the response community are defined as eligible HMEP activities. Some examples of things that fall into this category include multi-agency drills, Hazmat Technician training, commodities flow studies and Incident Command training. HMEP items that are not covered as allowable for HMEP include any operational costs, primarily Weapons of Mass Destruction event/activity and funding that will last past the allotted grant cycle. The HMEP Expenditures and Activities Guide provides detailed guidance on how to effectively administer grant programs by providing information on allowable, conditionally allowable and unallowable activities for reference. Again, the HMEP Grant Program Expenditures and Activities Guide link is available on the SERC website.



Goal-Outcome 
 As a result of the activity requested, what final impact 

will it make? 
 General statements of the desired results 
 To educate xyz in XYZ in an effort to prevent/mitigate 

and/or respond to transportation related hazardous 
materials incidents. 

 To exercise, conduct flow study and/or update the 
hazardous materials response plan to include 
transportation related incidents 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It does not matter whether it is training and planning activities or grant management training, there will always need to be a benefit to the LEPC.



Objectives-Outputs 
 What specifically will be done with the funds 
 Who is responsible for making arrangements and 

payments for the activities for the grant? 
 When will the activity be implemented?  
 Quantitative 
 Evaluation method used - survey 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What: Is it training or Planning? How many individuals, where, If you are hiring a consultant you must have the appropriate number of quotes or documentation showing your good faith effort. Who did you reach out to, when? What were the minimum requirements. You do not have to select the cheapest but should be able to support why you selected if more than one quote obtained.Who: The fiscal agency for the LEPC is ultimately responsible but you can determine that LEPC member agencies are responsible for submitting the required supporting documentation. Do not send a reimbursement request to SERC that does not have the required supporting documentation. If the coordination of the activity is someone else, please indicate that in the Objectives section.How many courses, locations, etc…If you submit more than one application for different activities, please prioritize. (multiple applications are only allowable in the HMEP Mid-Cycle Application Period)Again these outputs should support the prevention, mitigation and/or response to transportation related hazardous material incidents for HMEP only.United We Stand (UWS) is another funding source that is facilitated by SERC and is derived from fees collected with license plate fees. The allowable categories are Planning, Training, Supplies and Equipment and pursuant to Nevada Revised Statute 459.735 (4) is to provide financial assistance to state or local governments to support preparedness to combat terrorism. The priorities are set in conjunction with the Nevada Homeland Security Commission priorities now comprised of the State of Nevada Threat and Hazard Identification Rick Assessment (THIRA). The United We Stand funding opportunity is based on availability of funds collected. It was not available for SFY 16.The State Emergency Response Commission (SERC) Sub-Grant is intended for Planning, Training, Equipment and Operations. Operations funds are for eligible LEPCs only. For the HMEP, there should be an idea given as to what month(s) are being considered for the actual activity. HMEP, the federally funded sub-grants, have the potential for the activity to require monitoring by a contractor or representative from U.S. DOT.For any of the sub-grants, do not wait until the last quarter to make arrangements such as obtaining the LEPC approval. If the final report and required supporting documents for the federal sub-grants cannot be obtained by the end of year deadline, you will not be reimbursed. This may not be an issue when US DOT goes to a multi-year award.



The Award  
 Award Documents 
 Award Period 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some sub-grant applications may be awarded with contingencies. If the contingencies are not met within the specified timeframe, the sub-grant may be de-obligated. Contingencies should be an exception, not a norm.Staff will provide sub-grantees with the conditions of the sub-grant. Once all contingencies are met, staff will e-mail and mail a copy of the award documentation to the Point of Contact. There is a set of two originals that must be signed to complete the award. One complete set must be mailed or e-mailed to SERCF staff. The Award documents include the beginning and ending date of the award. No expenditures prior to the beginning date are eligible for reimbursement.Ensure your grant documents are correct, if there are any errors, contact SERC staff so that the documentation can be corrected. Make sure you read and understand the state and federal requirements. There was one change this year and includes language informing sub-grantees that U.S. DOT may send a contractor to observe any HMEP funded activity.  Ensure you are maintaining grant files that may be reviewed at anytime by the State of Nevada and/or the U.S. DOT or any of its representatives and the respective LEPC agency that has oversight of sub-awards. Annual monitoring is conducted and may be in-person or in the form of a desk audit. The intent of the monitoring is for developmental purposes and a joint process with sub-grantees.Contents include Award Letter, the Grant Award and for HMEP the Special Condition. The Special Condition refers to the quarterly Accomplishment Reports that are a requirement of HMEP sub-grants. The forms you submit are sent to the U.S. DOT with the final report. Some things to consider are grammar, spelling, providing enough information to justify that the funding was well spent and the outcome. Do you have surveys and summarize the results?



Reports 
 Financial Reports (Reimbursement) 
 Accomplishment Reports 
 Change Requests 
 Travel Reimbursement Forms 

 
 SERC website: http://serc.nv.gov  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Financial reports are due within 30 days from the end of the preceding quarter. Final reports are due within 30 days after the end of the grant period. Change requests are submitted prior to the actual change you are requesting. Changes requested after the fact will not be approved or reimbursed. It is important to review your approved budget upon receipt of your award and on a quarterly basis. Contact the SERC office to discuss if you have a need to make changes or corrections to line items.A change request must be submitted and approved prior to the activity. When in doubt, please call the SERC office.The Special Condition Form that you receive with an HMEP award states that a Quarterly Accomplishment Report will be completed each quarter. This is a requirement with all HMEP sub-grants. The new form is available on the SERC Website. If you have questions on any of the items, contact the SERC office. There is no reason that a LEPC does not have the information that needs to be included prior to submitting to SERC. Sub-award entities must provide all required information. Financial Reports must include an itemization of the expenses that you are requesting for reimbursement and you must have invoices, proof of payment and although we do not cover personnel on HMEP for the SERC grants for any reimbursement for time associated with the clerical you need to submit a time and effort/activity-based time sheet, proof of payment as well.HMEP Quarterly Accomplishment reports are due each quarter and/or when a reimbursement is requested and with the final financial report. If you are submitting a Quarterly Financial Report, regardless of funding source, with a zero amount, the reason must be on that form. In that situation, you will not need to also provide an Accomplishment Report. You may not obtain a reimbursement on an HMEP Financial report without a Quarterly Accomplishment Form.On training activities that are for a specific response level, you will need to indicate that on the HMEP Quarterly Accomplishment Form as applicable. If it is a combined awareness and not specifically for a Response Level then please note that information.The HMEP Quarterly Reports are used by US DOT to report to Congress on the use of the funds after-the-fact. You do need to provide a narrative indicating the usefulness and benefit of the class and the specific questions on the form.On the Quarterly HMEP Accomplishment Reports ensure that you complete all the sections pertaining to Planning, if your sub-grant is a Planning sub-grant and answer all the questions related to Training if your sub-grant is a Training sub-grant.Financial reports require supporting documentation from the entity that received the award, not a third party. The party that is awarded must provide documentation that they have paid the expense prior to being reimbursed. Items that are approved in the sub-grant award budget must also invoice and proof of payment. Travel reimbursements have additional/different documentation needed. The only reimbursement item we do not need a receipt for is M&IE. We do need documentation of date and time enter status and leave travel status. There are only 8 hour days unless you were physically traveling by plane or car for more than that in a day. It must be reasonable. It is highly unlikely you will be in travel status flying between LV and RNO for more than 5 hours on the high end. *The fiscal agency for the LEPC may submit your agency travel reimbursement claim to SERC staff to see if it can be used in lieu of the SERC/State of Nevada Travel Reimbursement Form.Reservation e-mails do not satisfy the requirement of a receipt.Parking at airport is reimbursed at economy rate The SERC website has a great deal of information including the travel reimbursement claim form. This must be completed and have supporting documentation with each request. There are several tabs that include the travel reimbursement policies and procedures. If your agency has a more stringent policy as far as reimbursements, you can follow that but make note of it and be consistent.Know ahead of time that for training, you will need to report the training levels of the participants, when contracting for planning activities, be prepared to explain the process used to select the contractor. Ensure that it meets your agencies policy as well and that due diligence was used in obtaining quotes and how vendor was selected. You need to show that a fair an open process took place.Each funding cycle, you should have the person completing the reimbursement reports/Financial Status Reports download the current form. They must be completed correctly or they will be returned unprocessed/unpaid. Use the SERC website to review policies and to obtain the current forms.

http://serc.nv.gov/


LEPC/State Agency Feedback  
 The SERC Commission is a public body and complies 

with Open Meeting Law 
 SERC and LEPCs must comply with all state federal 

and local laws and regulations to include but not 
limited to EPCRA 

 SERC staff will attempt to work with agencies to 
address any issues or concerns that may arise. 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The intent of SERC is to ensure compliance and to support compliance for the lead governmental unit as it relates to policies and procedures as required at the state, federal and local level. There are SERC policies, state laws, regulations and policies, federal laws, regulations and policies. This does not minimize that local policies of the lead governmental unit, when there is a conflict, the most stringent is applicable when utilizing state or federal funds. When questions or concerns arise, please contact SERC staff.



Thank You 
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